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INTRODUCTION 

The automobile industry began to develop in Romania after the Second World War, 

in line with the needs of the economy and the growing demand among the population. 

For economic reasons to do with goods transport, the first stage in developing 

the motor industry was to produce lorries and certain vehicles based on them. 

The first Romanian lorries were produced in 1954, and since i960 Romania han 

been producing a lorry of modern design and high performance. 

At the same time, using the mechanical parts of the lorry, the production of buses 

for urban transport and long-distance mail has been started and continued. 

Car production began with jeeps in 1957 f  followed by a modernized type of jeep 

in I96I. 

Cars began to receive growing attention,  as the standard of living rose, with the 

adoption of an industrialization policy which enabled the population to save in 

increasing amounts.    The development and modernization of the road system also helped 

to swell demand. 

To meet this demand, cars were at first imported.    In 1966 a licensing contract 

was signed with the Renault corporation in France for the production in Romania of 

the R-12 model, Romanian version, under the name of Dacia 1300, with various alternativ 

versions, following an intermediate stage in which the R-8 model was assembled under 

the name of Dacia 1100, with only a limited proportion of components produced locally. 

Production of the Dacia 1100 model began in i960, and in 1969; at the same time 

as the R-12 >;as launched at Renault, production of the Romanian version, the Dacia 1300, 

was started (general assembly). 

1.      Information on the motor industry in the Socialist Republic of Romania 

1.0   Number of vehicles 

In view of the fact that the greater demand among the population has made itself 

[felt over the last ten years, we shall give particulars of the number of vehicles 

¡for the period 1962-1971, based on official statistics. 
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The following table shows trends in the production of motor vehicles,  giving 

figures for lorries, buses and cars (including jeeps). 

Year Output Lorries Buses 
Cars, 
iacluding 
jeeps 

Cars, not 
including 
jeepu 

Öar export s 
including 
jeep» 

1962 15,004 7,770 951 3,005 - - 

I963 20,174 12,509 1,269 3,222 - - 

1964 22,112 14,718 1,281 3,102 - - 

1965 22,795 14,306 1,571 3,653 - 326 

i960 26,973 17,229 1,410 4,565 - 1,648 

1967 31,801 20,569 1,727 5,610 - 2,779 

1968 38,838 25,407 1,604 7,673 2,030 4,459 

1969 56,998 30,535 1,750 19,145 12,b68 5,271 

I97O 66,898 35,018 2,073 23,604 16,250 5,405 

1971 74,360 35,164 2,220 29,602 20,500 5,4^5 

The trend in output ìB one of rapid expansion, made possible by the creation ef 

new production capacity and modernization of the production process. 

The number of vehicles on the road has grown over this period as follows: 

Year Number of vehicles Imports 

¿,317 

Sales of private oars 

1962 14,800 — 

I963 18,700 3,934 2,306 

1964 23,700 8,593 6,347 

I965 39,200 11,880 9,216 

1S56 55,300 16,107 12,770 

1967 73,200 17,841 24,557 
1968 88,800 13,591 15,939 
1969 101,000 6,500 17,878 

1970 125,000 1M51 25,500 

1971 147,000 3,936 22,800 
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The rate of growth in the number of vehicles on the road has thus been high, 

salee increasing by 47 per cent a year over the period 1962-1970.    The quantities were 

not very great, but the growth was steady, both for imports and for Romanian cars, 

which have helped more and more to meet the growing demand among the population. 

In 1970, the percentages of different maíces of vehicles on the road were 
as follows: 

Dacic-HOO 18.0$ 

Dacia-1300 0.5$ 

Fiat-600 2.5$ 

Piat-850 10.5$ 

Fiat-1100 2. 

»•t-1300 3.005; 
Fiat-1800 1.0$ 

Moskviei 14.50^ 

Renault -Dauphins 3.5$ 

Renault-10 7.0$ 

Renault-16 3.0$ 
SkoA& 12.0$ 
Warssawa 1.0$ 

Mart burg 7.5056 
Vo1** 1.2$ 
Trabant 9,00^ 

Miscellaneous 3.80-? 

Since 1970, the proportion of Romani «»-produced cars has tended xo rise, because 

imports have mainly been for the purpoi e of widening the range of oars available, at 
laast among less powerful oars. 

During the period under consideration, registrations wmt hand in hand with sales 

(both imports and national output), there being no stockpiling, because of the high 

lsvel of deaand, as can be seen from the figures given above. 

1 

J 
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1.1   Makos and modej^oj^ara jproduced jjijioroania. 
BrTéf descript ion of. jl.fiflt,5. 

Up until 1968,  only jeeps were made in Romania,  for the domestic market and for 

export, greater quantities King exported fron 19*5 onwards. 

Car production was started becaune of the marked increase in domestic demand, 

bearing in mind the fact that Romama already had experience of the motor industry 

through the production of lorries, buses and jeeps. 

Under the contract signed with Renault in 19*6, arrangements were made for the 

production in Romania of the 0r.cia-13OO and relate models, which is similar to the 

R-12 produced by Renault itself. 

In addition, usxng part of the machinery of this car,  i.e. at least the propulsion 

«echanism, th. production of utility vehicles in the Estafette range was started 

in Romania. 

In general, car production in Romania 1B based on the new production capacity 

created at the motor works and the capacity already existing or in the process of 

development  in supporting sectors of Romanian industry. 

The various stages in moving towards autonomous national production are related 

to the introduction of new capacity. 

In accordance with the usual trend in motor vehicle production throughout the 

world, the first stage was general assembly of the vehicles, the subsequent stages 

twing assembly of the engine, tooling and steel-work. 

Production started with general assembly, using CKD parts imported from Renault, 

the principle being that parts would be gradually dropped from the CKD sets as local 

production of parts and units developed in Romania. 

far production started in 1968, with the capacity required for the first stage, 

the production programme having been drawn up following a survey of the domestic 

»arket.   During a transitional period, until the R-12 model was launched by Renault, 

it was decided to assemble the R-8 model from imported CKD sets on the assembly 

lines that had been installed. 
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This model was a good choice for acquainting workers with the  special features 

of car manufacture while at the  ¡¿ame time meeting the population's immediate demand. 

This model was produced on a transitional basis with a limited proportion of local 

components, the parts produced  in Romania being pieces of general car equipment, 

ouch as tyres, upholstery,  batteries,  radiators,  paintwork,  lamps,  etc. 

In I969» together with the Renault corporation, Romania started producing the 

Dacia-1300 model, corresponding to the R-12.    The proportion of locally produced 

components at the start of production was much the same as in the case of the Dacia-11- 

CKD sets being imported for the rest. 

The Pitesti motor works was set up in 1952» to produce spare parts and mechanical 

unite for lorries, tractors and jeeps:    pistons, piston rings,  piston pins, valves, 

water pumps, oil pumps,  petrol pumps, compressors and gear boxes. 

On the basis of the experience already accumulated by the works, new capacity 

haa been created for the production of cars in the immediate future while continuing 

the production of parts and unit3 already made in the old workshops. 

With this newly created capacity at the motor works, th^ proportion if locally 

produced components will be 55 per cent, the difference coming from supporting 

industry in Romania and from imports. 

The Pitesti motor works has been designed in principle to produce the main 

components for the Dacia-1300 model.    It is capable of doing the assembly work and 

most  of tho mnohan-» cal   work. 

The ra.e of production provided for in the genoral plan,  as determined by 

Romanian technical experts in collaboration with the Renault  corporation, is about 

ten cars per hour. 

The plant is intended to operate on a two-shift system, with the exception of the 

foundry, forging, heat-treatment and surface-treatment  shops and certain tooling «hops 

The studies on machine tools and equipment and on the utilization of work space 

were made by tho Renault Corporation in co-operation with the Pitesti works and 

specialized institutes in Romania, on the basis of the production rates that had been 

fixed, allowing for the possibility of increasing the rates, possibly by making furthe 

investment at a later date. 
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The works has established local design unito, for testing and  long-ten» 

development  of vehicles, for the  execution of  -cchnological  studies and for the 

design of equipment  and certain installations,  with workshops for their production. 

Commercial dealings to do with rare'/   --.-s *nd sales pre conducted through the 

corresponding services of the factory group  to which the motor works belongs. 

The plant's foreign trade affairs are hanJled by the Dacia Export  and Import 

Office, which is part of the factory group and comes under the di ree/ ~T general of 

the group.    It is concerned,  in particular, with imports of material» for production 

(CKD  sets)  and exports of cars. 

•i'he labour force, workers and supervisors,  comes from similar plants with a 

long industrial trcdition and from the area around Pitcsti, up to a distanco of 

about 50 kilometres.    The workers, technicians, foremen and junior engineers are 

trained at  schools belonging to the factory group, the apprenticeship including 

direct participation by the apprentices in the production process for practical 

instruction.    As far as theoretical instruction is concerned, there are nomai courses 

for trainees during the day while for production workers special courses are held 

in the evening. 

1 •2   £uj>£ort_in£ JiËM^iïï 

The production of lorries and jeeps made it necessary to develop a supporting 

industry in Romania to provide raw and other materials, mechanical units, meohanical 

„„-*.-     »V"+r.i«l   T^T-tn    rViomi<-.•>!«    r,1«R+ic parts,  aeroBnories,   oil,   grease,  etc. 

In addition, with the start  of car p^duction,  there arose a need to develop 

the existing production capacity of these enterprises, both in quantity, because of 

the longer series, and in quality, because of the higher standards sot by car part 

specifications. 

There are at present about 120 enterprises in Romania which collaborate in oar 

production. They also collaborate with the plants producing lorries, busus, jeep« 

and tractors.    They are located  in different parts of the country. 

The decision to produce certain parts locally has made it necessary to obtain, 

through subcontracting, the collaboration of the specialized research institutes f >r 

different branches of Romanian industry. 

dH 



In order to make use of the varioua sub-licences that have been granted, contracts 

have been signed with those institutes, providing for modern production techniques, 

on the basis of the requirements sat  in the  specifications received from Renault. 

Local  production of car components by the  institutes and  plants in the bupporting 

industry  is done under the motor factory's technical supervision and if necessary 

the advice of Renault,  as the  corporation granting the licence,  is sought. 

Each product manufactured by supporting industry undergoes a process of approval, 

including verification of the quality of the materials used, the dimensions, assembly 

and functioning of the part,  and endurance tests,  in which all the qualitative 

characteristics and the uniformity of aeries production have to bo checked. 

The motor works gives technical assistance to supporting industry, also chocking 

the competence of suppliers, which must be technically developed enough to guarantee 

constant quality and a genuine capacity to support serica production. 

The existence of the motor works has led certain other factories to specialise 

in the production of particular parto for cars,   in accordance with the specifications 

laid down for them.    Some plants having a genoral technical capacity in a certain 

field have set up specialized workshops or production lincB. 

Licences or manufacturing rights already obtained by different  industries have 

been revised or extended to enable than to produce car parts. 

The Romanian iron and steel industry has started production of certain types of 

erteci and certain rolled,   scalped and drawn shapes, in accordance with studies made 

by the  specialized institutes and by untcrprisee. 

The development of the production of rolled sheet by the  stool  industry, at the 

Galati works, which has boon got under way during the last ten years, has included 

provision for the production of sheet specifically for car coachwork, and the pro- 

visions governing the starting up of rollers provide that thoy must be passed for the 

production of coachwork sheet. 

The technical rubber and plastic products industry has established, through ita 

specialized institutes, the rangos of »ateríala corresponding to the specifications 

for car parta, scao of which have already roachud the stage of soriea production. 
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In the mechanical engineering industry,  special Workshops have been sut up for 

tho production of certain units and parte, using technology already established in 

Romania and tcchnolor,  obtained unacr licences granted outside the field of car 

manufacture, together with  nub-li cenóos  obtained under the general  contract with 

the Renault  corporation. 

Supporting industry is prepared to meet the neuds of car manufacturing in the 

futuro,  so that  now specialization is thus being created in all fields. 

The electrical  industry has enjoyed the benefit  of  some licences obtained before 

the  start  of car production,   from such firms as Ducolliur end Jaeger,  and sub-licences 

obtained with the car manufacturing licence,  so that   it  is thus able to meet the 

present  and future requirements of car manufacture in Romania. 

The development  of supporting industry has been brought into line with long-term 

development plans for tho mctor industry in Romania, the main aim being to supply 

the needs of national production and export. 

1. 3    Fcjrccntage^ o_f jpaj^^j^roduced^ locally 

The percentage of parts produced locally for the motor industry is not limited 

by law.    Lorries,  buses and   jeeps arc produced locally  in tHbir entirety. 

The proportion of local production for cars produced under licence depends on 

existing capacity at the plant  and in supporting industry.    It  evolves in accordance 

with the development  of production capacity in Romanian industry as  a whole. 

As far as the cars produced under Renault licence  arc concerned, the present 

models are intended to be pioduced locally in their entirety,  except  for certain 

minor parts and products not  yet produced in Romania,  which cannot  represent moro 

than 5 per cent  of the value of a CKD  set. 

The development of production capacity at the motor works and plants collaborating 

with it  iß governed by a plan covering tho period up to 1973« 

In principle, the pprcentago of locally produced parts is calculated on the 

basis of tho progress nade in completing the stages described in section 1.2. 
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When pieces are produced locally they are dropped from the CKD acts, after testing 

from the standpoint of method, functioning and endurance,  testing which is confirmed 

"by the motor works technical services and by the Renault representatives providing 

technical assistance. 

The appropriate parta are eliminated from CKD seta, with duo allowance for the 

minimum time /iocessary tor the preparation and. dispatch of such setB. 

2.      Collaborât ion with thj Renault corporat ion in Franco 

2.0   Liqenjainfc and technical^ co-ojperation agreement concluded with the 

In I966,  a licensing and technical co-operation contract was signed between 

Industri al import, the Romanian foreign trade organization,  on behalf of the Pitosti 

Motor Works, and the Renault corporation. 

The purpose of the contract was to enable Romania to produce the R-12 car and 

models based on it, and al30 utility vehicles in the Estafette range, with the some 

quality and characteristics as those models produced by the licensor. 

Under this contract the Renault corporation undertelces to provide the technical 

documentation relating to the product, including designs,  specifications, standards, 

instructions,  etc., documentation on technological planning methods and other 

documentation of production and after-sales services. 

In accordance with stages of development  fixed upon by joint agreement, a plan 

was drawn up to govern this process of co-operation, covering the programme for the 

delivery of documentation and materials by thu Renault corporation and the performance 

by the Romanian party of the obligations undertaken by it. 

The co-ordination of the different phases was based on the gradual shift to 

local production, both at the motor works and in supporting industry.    During the 

period of the contract, the licensee has the right to use the documentation both for 

its own production and for subcontractors in supporting industry. 

The documentation recoived under the contract includes the necessary material 

to enable the Romanian works and suppliers to find out the details of the technical 

conditions governing supplies, procedures for checking quality, and methods and 

instructions. 
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Tho contract talcos into account licences already obtained for the manufacture 

of cars and tractors and licences granted to other branches of Romanian industry for 

uso  in the production of parts similar to car parts,   regarded as part  of a general 

technique which is already established.     The manufacturing rights apply both for the 

products which arc the  subject of tho  contract and for spare parts. 

During the period of the contract,  any changée or improvements made to tho cars, 

either by the Renault  corporation or by the Romanian manufacturer,  are to be 

communicated to the other side, the approval of tho licenser being required in 

certain cases. 

Under the contract with the Renault  corporation, tho Romanian party was to 

receive modern techniques applicable on an industrial  scale. 

In practice, it was not possible to transfer the methods and techniques used by 

the Renault corporation to Romania unchanged.    Allowenooe had to be made for 

differences in the rate of production. 

A thorough study had to bo made for this purpose.    It was carried out by 

specialists from the Renault corporation in collaboration with Romanian engineers, 

who established the work areas required, the layout  of the production lines and the 

appropriate methods,   selecting the tools and equipment  needed by agreement between them. 

Such co-operation has only been possible through constant exchange of technical 

information. 

A licence always implies the transfer of knowledge between the partners and in 

our case this knowledge is the technology worked out by the Renault corporation and 

its col laboratori;. 

In the same way, the training of Romanian personnel has been organized at 

Renault plants, and in some cases at plants acting cs subcontractors for Renault, 

which has enabled them to master techniques that cannot be transferred by means of 

documentation alone. 

The fields in which training is given were established by agreement on tho basis 

of tho programme, and generally speaking it has proved possible to obtain all the 

necessary information. 
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In addition, the contract provides fcr Renault specialists to givo technical 

assistance in various fields of activity,  such as approval of parts, approval of 

methods,  starting up of production linos and equipment,  etc. 

In order to help with the problem of getting currency to pay for the licence, 

it was planned that Renault  should buy certain products from the Romanian motor indust 

2.1    .Suboontracte ^oonc luded with the .Renault eorporation 

Under the licensing and technical  co-epcrntion contract, Renault undertakes to 

buy from Remania parts, units and cub-units for the vohiclos uith which tho contract 

is concerned. 

This matter is to be the subject of talks Letwu^n tlu.- partners with a view to 

finding opportunities for the .-xport  cf R-12 parts raadc in Romania in order to make 

botter use of the production capacity created as a result  of the contract. 

Along the same lines,  p. subcontract was signed in I967 transferring the produc- 

tion of Estafette gear-bcxes to Romania.    This was done by ceasing production at the 

Renault works and establishing the existing production lines from Renault at the 

motor works in Romania. 

The existence of a common interest  ensured the successful completion of this 

transfer within the framework of technical collaboration arrangement which managed 

to eliminate the difficulties involved in such an operation for a high-quality 

product,  so that the distances involved have net presented completion of the transfer 

and starting up of the production lines,  nor the subsequent conduct of this operation. 

This kind of collaboration is particularly effective because of the common 

intorcst  created, in that thv; licenser entrusts his partner with part of his own 

production,  on which the efficient manufacture of his own products depends. 

The subcontracting arrangement has been successful  in those circumstances and 

has been extended, mutual confidence having been established. 

Following the some principle,  after the feasibility of this type of operation 

had been established in practice, a second subcontract was signed in 1970, transferrin 

the production of Estafette front and rear axles.    Production under this new 

arrangement  is at present starting up in Romania. 
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The positivo aspect which i, character otic of this typ, of subcontracting 

accent is that both sides have an intent in it:     since the subcontractor gets 

exclusive rights to »akc products which aro as necessary to him as to the licensor, 

the  results of his efforts are ohcrcd between the partners, with a resulting economy 

of technological effort based on a division of labour,  so that the arrangement goc, 

beyond the usual relations between supplier and plant. 

2.2   Exports^/, jparts^.unita _and vcjiiplcs 

Up until 1971, Romania's vehicle experts were of *, »«,  Bold mainly in Eu^pe. 

In 1971, Romania started exporting cars under the bilateral arrangements and 

contract with Renault, which was to the avantage of both sides, because in the first 

place it helped to increase Romania's exports and in the second place it made it 

possible to step up Renault's deliveries, particularly in areas and countries to 

which it had not previously export id much. 

At the same time,  it can be seid that the cars produced in Romania contain a 

considerable percentage of Renault parts from CKD eots purchased from Franco. 

Built-up cars have L.en sold to certain developed European countries end to 

developing countries, the majority going to European countries. 

Under the subcontract for gear-boxes, average annual deliveries arc about 

30,000 and about the  some quantity is envisaged for Estafette axles under tho 

now contract. 

3.0   I nv cjrtpjp nt 

Development of the motor industry means adopting modern techniques,  in order to 

achieve an appropriate and consistent level of quality and. to lower production costs. 

During the initial period of car manufacture, investment  io considerable, because 

aodem technology has to be brought into operation and the rate of output   is fairly 

low to start with. 

In tho case of Romania, the initial investment has been fairly heavy, but it 

will be possible to raise tho rato of output as time goes by and to reduce costs. 
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When considering the investment necessary one has to take into account both the 

development  of the basic plant  and that of supporting industry. 

In making such investment   at the Pit est i motor works in Romania, the basis was 

the plan submitted by the lionault corporation,  under the licensing contract,  and 

the buildings were designed by the Romanian specialized institute concerned. 

Construction was carried out by a Romanian building firm.    Machine tools, 

installations and equipment were purchased at the proposal of the Renault corporation, 

with tho ed vi co cf Romanian engineers, the supplies being shared between Renault and 

Romanian suppliers. 

AB a general rule, the Renault corporation has been kept  as general supplier 

for groups of machinery requiring special controls and a considerable (.mount  of 

technical assistance during assembly, machine tools of a general nature being 

supplied from Romanian sources. 

3«1   Production quality 

Car production raises in tho first place the problem of whether the car can 

compete in quality with comparable products on the market. 

The main aim of the contract signed with Renault has been to introduce modern 

technology capable of guárante« ing constant quality and a system of technical 

organization capable of maintaining quality standards. 

The solution to the quality problem lies in the design itself, or in collaborator 

between Renault  specialists and Romani r-n spécialiste, provision being »ade for all tho 

conditions necessary for quality control te be met. 

On the basis cf th.3 technical conditions and specifications supplied under the 

licensing contract, all materials were 3ubjr»ctod to laboratory analysis to see whether 

they could be supplied in Romania.    In the cr.se of «¡atonals for which thore was no 

existing equivalent on the Romanian market,  samples were s^nt to the specialized 

institutes for study. 

The Renault corporation has an obligation tc continue tho proceas of in-plant 

testing of parts produced by tho methods adopted by mutual agreement, while cars 

produced in supporting industry aro approved on the basis of Renault's specifications 

and design documentation. 
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The  procedures adopted under the  approval  process .nake  it  possible   to teat 

quality and to unsur, that  it   is maintained during production. 

In order to test quality,   it  has he,, n,c^ary to construct tenting benches and 

p* the. into option,  «d thu* to *r.aUr  -sting techniques and .tota processing. 

Updating of the licence documentation ensure* that  competitive quality 

is maintained. 

A „obi- which has come •„ in exchai^s cf technical  infon.at.cn 1. the different 

rates cf production of licenser ar.d licensee.  The licenser, whe a» a rule has a 

higher rate cf production, has greater eccnemie stages, because amortization i. 

quicker. 

Fron, the economic standpoint,  it is desirable that  », change, should allow for 

subsequent  .^changeability, which ir, possible when there is only one «*>1, but 

licensors usually produce «mirai models. 

We think the solution i. to  consider the interest, of both partners in developing 

licensed models, taking into account the indications for both parties. 

The conditions laid down in the contract  concerning the need to inform the 

licensee of all improvements „du to the vehicle so that he can keep abreast of the 

develop  of the product,  coiinot  be full, met in , properly effective «,, beoau.0 

of the differing economic situations cf the tw, parties.    The only solution is to 

ensure interchangeabilité, in order to avoid difficulties in manufacture and the 

supply of spare parts. 

3-2    rj2teí?Jí.n..qeSt^c•iared.w«h. ««Bc_cf_i^^«^i«S?.^SSSÌ.tì2i 

Productor, costs are determined ir the first place by the production lino., 

bearing in mind the fact that the large-scale investment  involved must corrcpend to 

a quantity of output which will ensure a rato of amortisation in line with the av.ro«c 

for producers throughout the world. 

Labour is fer the tino ucing cheaper in the developing countries, and thiB is 

true ,f Peonia.    But the situation will change in the future and it will thorcforo 

be necessary te place th,  omphasia en serUs production. 

There crai be no question of reducing production costs by lowering quality, which 

could cut  investment to seme, extent, because th, quality would not then be ccepctxtxv*. 

The beet  solution i= thus tr.  investigate what Kind of production series is oconc*ic. 

mmm 
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Por these reasons, the Romanian Stato envisage* that the futuro development of 

tho motor industry will be towards a mero economic rato of production. 

It may bo said that the   '•suits of industrial collaboration between developed 

and developing countries xn the future will be fruitful when the stage is reached at 

which production costs can be calculated on the basis of similar figures. 

In industrial collaboration, the price probi urn can always bo resolved on the basis 

of long production serios, even if in the initial transitional period the developing 

country producos at a low rats.    Thus the developed country can entrust the developing 

country with the production of sub-uniis to meet the needs of both partners, in long 

series, the greater proportion of the parts returning to the developed country and 

the distribution bstwoen the two partners being basod on the relative ratos of 

production in the two countries.    In this way, economically optimal series can be 

achieved without upsetting tho activities of the two partners, on tho basis of 

modern techniques guárante oing both quality and delivery p riods. 

Another problem which arises in such collaboration is price distortion by high 

customs duties, which oroate barriere and can make production unprofitable    The idoa 

of collaboration should be backed up,  at least in the case of counterpart supplies, 

by the removal of tariff barriera and discrepancies in duty ratee, bearing in mind 

the fact that developed countries as a rule impose high rates. 

In oomclusion, it is nocessary that each collaborative operation should yield 

some benefit, which should be shared between tho two partners.    This is possible if a 

joint study is made of tho aspects relating to the situation of each partner.    The 

results can only be satisfactory to the extent that common elements can be found which 

will enmure a community of technical and economical interests. 

3-3   AAJierenoc to delivery periods 

Under a oollaborativo arrangosont, reciprocal deliveries are an essential 

clement for the continuity of the two partners* production. 

Because of the difficulties that can arise with regard to reciprocal supplies, a 

reserve stock mast be established so that production can continue in cases of 

force majeure such as cam occur. 
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in crdor to kaep stocks low and te avoid tying up fincncial resources, supplies 

should be planned in relation tc production, reciprocal deliveries should be co- 

ordinctod and container transport  should he organized, so that the parts can be 

handled easily and quickly. 

Por exports of Estafette gear-boxes to Renault,  a reserve stock has been set 

up in order to avoid any danger of a breakdown in deliveries.    Studios have been 

nade to determine the most useful containers and a transport  system has boon 

established whose possibilities and limits arc fully understood. 

Â decisive factor for successful collaboration is adherence tc delivery schedules, 

both for goods intended for production purposes and for equipment and machinery on 

which depend the development of national production and the achievement of the 

targets set in the general plan of cellaboratien. 

Collaboration is only possible if delivery schedules arc adhered to and thi« 

matter must accordingly be given all due importance in contracts. 

3.4    Special conditions established for the development  of 
ijit ernct i OTíO.1^ collaboration 

In Romania, with a view tc creating favourable conditions for international 

collaborâticn, a legal framework has been sot up for establishing joint companies 

with foreign participation in the fields of industrial and agricultural production, 

building, transport,  commerce, tourism, technical and scientific research and 

services. 

Kith regard to the establishment of joint companies, the Romanian authorities 

envisage: 

The formation of enterprises having as their object to contribute to the 

development of the national economy, tc extend, modornize and renovate certain 

existing enterprises, tc speed up the introduction of modem techniques, to 

improve the technical quality of production and services and to ensure a high 

level of labour productivity; 

The promotion of experts, the opening up of new markets and extension of others, 

the diversification cf production for export and the development of collaborativo 

activities in third markets; 
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The promotion and development cf scientific research activities* 

The introduction of modern methods cf production organization and management 

of enterprises; 

The training of specialist staff for production  organization and management 

of enterprises, including commercial establishments; 

The opportunity fcr Romanian economic organizations to establish joint cempanios 

in Romania or abroad, with the agreement of the competent authorities. 

The conditions governing tho establishment,  organization, duration and operati en 

of joint companies, the rights and obligations of the parties, the procedures 

governing the formation and withdrawal of cr.pital, the criteria governing the 

distribution of profits and other specific provisions muBt be laid down in tho contract 

concluded between tho parties. 

The joint companies established in Romania are bodies corporate, which carry on 

their activities in accordance with the legislation of tho Socialist Republic of 

Romania.    The share cf the Romanian party in the capital of these joint companies is 

at leest 5I per cent. 

The Romanian State arranges and guarantees tho financial contribution of 

Romanian economic organizations to joint companies in Romania.,  and similarly with 

regard to the activities cf the companies in Romania. 

The Romanian State, through its authorized institutions,  gives its foreign 

partners guarantees concerning the transfer abroad of capite1   instalments, profits 

and other sums due to thorn, after payment of the corresponding taxes and fulfilment 

of other obligations laid down in the contract. 

Tho joint company   must be registered with the Ministry cf Foreign Trade and the 

Ministry cf Finance of Romania and becomes a body corporate from the date of 

registration. 

As regards the future devclcpmont of the Romanian motor industry, it is planned 

to continue the policy of international collaboration, the nest appropriate fora 

being the establishment of a joint company with a partner in a dovolopcd country in 

order to thus create the material conditions conducive to competitive economic 

efficiency and on optimum rate of production. 
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4*      Result s cf pp\\pppj^X\9Ji 

Through the collaborative arrangement with Renault it has been possible r.o 

transfer new techniques and modem methods cf car production tr Romania. 

The technical document at icn received, the training courses for Romanian 

personnel at Renault  and tho technical assistance of Renault specialists have mado 

it possible tc get production going rt the works itself and at  supplier plants in 

wpporting industry. 

By working together it has been possible to arrive at appropriate technical 

solution« and to organize production in such a way that output quality can be 

ensured and maintained. 

The quality is constantly chucked by tho Romanian control staff, and the Renault 

representatives sent to Romania for technical assistance also help in this connexion. 

As a sign of its confidence  in the quality of cars mede in Romania, Renault has 

agreed tr  sell Romanian-produced carj through its sales network on foreign markets. 

The organization of production lines was based cr. the principles adopted at the 

Renault works, with tho necessary modificati, ns to adapt them to the rate of 

production planned for Romania. 

In promoting the use of parts produced domestically and locally, great  stress is 

always laid on quality control c.nd on guarantees of production capacity, in order to 

ensure that supplies can be maintained tr neet the rate of production. 

Subcontracting arrangements, which preceded the start of local production, 

provided an opportunity to adjust  in advance to the technical characteristics of the 

processes for tooling and assembly cf Estafette gear-boxes and axles,  and this oxperionoe 

could then be usod in starting up tooling and assembly lines for the production of 

car units under licence. 

For example, the starting up of machining and assembly of the R-12 gear-box was 

much assisted by the fact that the technique in this field was already familiar as 

regards both the materials used and the production process itself. 

This first contract for the production of cars in collaboration with an industry 

of high repute in a developed country has established the basis for the future 

development of car production in Romania. 
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In Romania,  industry has the principal role te play in the country's development 

and the motor industry occupies ?,n important  place in it, because it  creates a large 

amount cf employment  in all  rectors of supporting industry. 

The technology transferred fcr the production of crjs goes beyond the field of 

production as such, because the technical assistance giv^n also covers the development 

of the after-sales network for which the licenser makes his own experience available. 

Por the licenser, the contract hod the following advantages: 

Exports of CKD acts to Romania for a period; 

Increase in the output of the cars covered by the contract; 

Entry into a market with great possibilities for the development of demruid 

in a now geographical area; 

Establishment of new industrial relations by means of subcontracts. 

5.      Concisions 

Car production began in Romania with a licensing and collaborâtion agreement 

with the Renault corporation in Prance. 

The future development cf the industry will be orientated towards international 

industrial collaboration with a manufacturer who can take into account the interests 

of both sides,  sc that currency payment  problems can be solved,  either through the 

formation of joint companies, or through local production of certain parts or units 

on a large scale in order to meet the needs both cf Romania and of its partner. 

The present situation of the developed countries and the developing countries 

with regard to the meter industry may justify an' extension of the collaborative system, 

taking into account the fact that it would be desirable to meet the needB of now 

markets by local production. 

Current technical progress in the field makes it essential to organize production 

in such a way that its advantages can be utilized to optimum effect,  and in that 

connexion collaboration between industrialized and developing countries makes it 

possible to solve problems relating to the market, to investment and to labour. 
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The development of the developing countries ' markets is essentially a matter of 

ohoosing the car models for which there is a demand and setting prices within the 

population's reach, which is made possible by the establishment of a national oar 

industry produoing in large series.    Large-series production can be   achieved through 

industrial collaboration with industrialized countries, under whioh currency payments 

are made in the form of supplies of vehicle parts, either through subcontracts, or 

through joint companies or through some other form of co-operation. 

The developing countries ore interested in establishing motor industries whioh 

will enable them to supply the population with more vehicles, and this can be made 

possible through collaboration agreements concluded with an awareness of their 

advantages for both sides, in order to find feasible ways of developing co-operation 

based on balanced reciprocal deliveries. 

There is also the problem of the type of car most appropriate for the specifio 

market conditions in each country.    In this connexion it is desirable to make a joint 

study of the opportunities for adaptation that might be of common interest with regard 

to sales and industrial collaboration. 

Prom the   results achioved in recent years, there is every hope that mutually 

advantageous solutions can be found for collaboration based on the international 

division of labour, with due respect for the essential principles of national 

independence and non-interference xn the partners' domestic affairs. 






